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Act 1: 

221 B Baker Street 

 

Sherlock is Meditating. The phone rings for a video call. 

 

Inspector Lestrade : Sherlock! Your country needs you. A virus 

has been stolen from the Manchester Science Lab. If this virus 

gets released into the air it will  .............. 

Sherlock: This sounds serious, who could’ve done something 

like this inspector? 

Inspector Lestrade: We found a message with Moriarty’s 

name on it. 

Sherlock: Of course it’s Moriarty............. 

Inspector Lestrade: I think he’s trying to get to you. Here’s the 

message we found.  

“Hello SHERLOCK! I wanna play a game with you, if you want 

to find me you must come to the oldest stone made object in 

the world. Let’s see if you can find me before I release the 

virus. You have three hours.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Act2: 

Stonehege  

 

Sherlock: Why would Moriarty want me to come here? 

Mr. Dark Moon: (Listening to music and dancing in his 

place)Hello sir. What are you looking for here? right now 

visiting is closed. 

Sherlock:  I was so bored at home. I wanted to come and see 

Stonehenge. Is that a problem for you? 

Mr. Dark Moon: Trust me, you ...............  

Sherlock:  Ah I see, so you ...................... 

Mr. Dark Moon: He told me you’d come here. 

Sherlock: Did he also tell you that I’m ................. 

Mr. Dark Moon: No one touches my boss. 

( They fight at the end Sherlock paralyzes the guard) 

Mr. Dark Moon: How did you do this?  I can't feel my body. 

Sherlock: My buddy Dr. Watson taught me how to do it! 

Unfortunately ..................... 

Mr. Dark Moon: Please help me! 

Sherlock:  First you’ll tell me where Moriarty is.  

Mr. Dark Moon: Never! 

Sherlock: Ok then, I’m leaving. 

Mr. Dark Moon: No wait! All I know is, he will be at Big Ben 

Clock tower at 8 Oclock.  

Sherlock: Thank you so much! 

 



Act 3: 

 Big Ben Clock Tower 

 

(2 hours remaining) 

Mr.Nobody: (Looking around him very paranoid.  He has a bag 

with him. But he hides it before sherlock enters) 

(Sherlock Enters) 

Mr. Nobody: Did anyone follow you?(He goes from right to 

left on the stage) Are you sure that nobody followed you? 

Sherlock:  Who are you? 

Mr.Nobody: Do you think they're watching us? 

Sherlock: There's no one here! 

Mr.Nobody: If you want to .............................. 

Sherlock: Yes? Yes? 

Mr.Nobody: I don’t trust this, there’s ................. 

Herlock: Look! There is nobody there! 

Mr.Nobody: I'm Nobody! I'm here! How did you know my 

name? 

Sherlock: Please, I just need to .................... 

Mr.Nobody: This morning someone gave me 10 pounds. I'm 

told to give you this bag but I was worried so I hid it 

somewhere. 

Sherlock: Ok,  where is the bag then? 

Mr.Nobody: I hid it there, if you're smart enough you can find 

it. 



( Sherlock looks for the bag and finds it. Inside there’s a 

phone) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Act 4: 

Moriarty 

 

(Time remaining  one and a half hours)  

The phone that sherlock found rings 

 

Moriarty: Hi Sherlock! You’ve been playing my game I see. 

Well done getting this far. But I’m gettin BOOOOOOOOORED! 

Beating you is too easy, why don’t you solve this puzzle and 

see what you come up with. 

 

(Sherlock Solves the puzzle and finds .................. He calls 

Lestrade.) 

Inspector Lestrade: Yes Sherlock! Have you found him? 

Sherlock: Not yet, he’s playing games but I’m getting close. I 

can feel it. He left me a clue..........................  

Inspector Lestrade: That’s interesting, I just saw today that 

there’s a competition there and that the famous scientist 

Doctor York will be there. He’s actually one of the people who 

was ...................... Maybe he can help you! 

Sherlock: Of course! I’ll go there! 

 

  

 

 

 



 Act 5 

Competition 

 

Presenter: Hello everyone! And welcome to the crazy science 

competition. Our first competitor...... Please give it up for 

Doctor York! He is the smartest man in England. Unfortunately 

our second competitor is sick. So we need someone to 

compete with Doctor York. Who dares compete with this 

genius? 

(Sherlock Holmes enters) 

Sherlock: I will! 

Presenter: Oh wow! It’s Sherlock Holmes competing with 

Dr.York! This should be amazing! 

Dr. York:  It's my time to win! I'm definitely going to win. 

Sherlock: Please you win Doctor! I just need your help with .... 

Dr. York: Save it for after the competition! If I win.............. 

Sherlock:  I understand, but I'm also very talented 

Presenter: Our crazy competition begins:  We will compete in 

SCIENCE,ART and TALENT. 

  

Science question: 

Who invented the telephone? 

# Graham Bell                       # Robert Koch 

# Mary Curie                        #  Louis pastuer 

 

(Dr. York gets the point.) 



 

Art question: 

Who painted this painting (The woman with the pearl 

earring)? 

# Salvador Dali                     # Johannes Vermeer 

#  Leonardo da Vinci            #  Pablo Picasso 

 

(Sherlock gets the point) 

 

And now for the ................... 

 

(After the competition) 

 

Sherlock: Dr.york, you really are very talented.  

Dr.York: Thank you Sherlock Holmes. What are you doing 

here? 

Sherlock: Well this is very important. The thing is.......... 

Dr.York: Wait a second, ............................ 

Sherlock: Is everything ok? 

Dr.York: Yeah it’s..................................... 

Sherlock: Right, the virus your team was working on was 

stolen by moriarty! He threatened to release it into the air 

and I need your help to stop him! 

Dr.York: Why did you wait so long to tell me? That virus is 

deadly. 

Sherlock: How can we stop it? 



Dr.York: Well, the only place he can release it is in the 

Manchester Science Lab........................... 

Sherlock: Oh no..... that’s why he sent me here, you and I are 

the only people who can stop him and he ..................... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Act 6: 

 Manchester Science Museum 

 

(Remaining time 5 minutes!) 

 

(Moriarty is standing next to the device with the virus in his 

hands) 

Sherlock: Moriarty! 

Moriarty: Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock! Distracting you was 

too easy. 

Sherlock: So that was your plan? To send me running around 

while you broke in here. Dr.york .................... 

Moriarty: What will you do Sherlock? You can’t fight me, I 

know how you think! 

Sherlock: I’ve learned  new moves 

(Moriarty and Sherlock fight each other with very similar 

styles, at the end Moriarty wins) 

During this Dr.York’s phone rings 

Dr.York: I’m watching ..................... 

Wife: You never do anything! Take charge for once! 

Dr.York: You’re right! I will...................... 

Sherlock: You’ve underestimated a scientist! Smart people are 

the strongest in the world! 

Dr.York: Science rules! 

   THE END 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Down 
1. Someone who is very creative 
2. To turn's someone's attention from something 
3. Someone you work for 

 

Across 
4. Someone who solves crimes 
5. Let something go 
6. Sherlock's best friend 

 



Exercises 

A.Reading comprehension 

A : Answer the questions according to the play  

1 - Who is Sherlock’s Archenemy? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2 - What is the oldest monument made of stone? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- Who did Sherlock meet at Big Ben? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4- What was the big event at Albert’s Royal Hall?  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5- How does Sherlock win the fight against Mr.Dark Moon?  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

B:  Whose sentence is it? 

 

1 - No one touches my boss. ________________ 

2-  Of course it’s Moriarty ________________ 

3-  Thank you Sherlock Holmes. What are you doing here?________________ 

4- Yes Sherlock! Have you found him? ________________ 

 

 

 



B.Vocabulary 

A. Fill in the blanks. There are 2 extra words 

 

 

Virus        Enemy          Forest         Scientist          Paranoid        Superhero       Threaten 

 

 

1 - A person who is not your friend ___________ 

2 - Albetr Einstein is a very famous   ____________ 

3 - My brother is scared of everything, he’s  _________ 

4 - The police  _________ the thief with prison. 

5 - I don’t feel so good, I feel ill, maybe I have a  ________.  

 


